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TEST RESULTS OF THE LOS ALAMOS FERRITE-TUNED CAVITY”

C. C. Friedrichs, (MS-H827) R. D. Carlinl, G. Spalek, and W. R. Smythe*”
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 8754S

Abstract

An rf accelerating cavity appropriate for IIS? in s 20%
frequency bandwidth synchrotion has been desi~ed,’
fabncaled, and is now being ~s~d at Los Alamos, The
cavity-amplifier system was designed tm produce a peak rf
gap voltage of 90 kv over the range from 50 to 60 MHz.
Special features of the system are the ~ansvemely biased
ferri~ tuner,z capacitive coupling of the amplifier to the
cavity, and a 15-cm beam pipe. High-power rf testing of
the cavity-amplifier system started in August 1986, using
no adjustable dc power supply to bias tbe ferrite. This
paper describes the cavity -mnplifier circuit and the test
resulb to the present time. Future plans are also
di~ussed.

Circuit I)escription

A cross-sectional drawing of the cavity-amplifier
sysbm is ehowl: in Fig. 1. The re~na~r is essentially a
quwr-wave resonant circuit. The high voltage end is nt
tbe accelerating gap, and the high-current end contains
the ferri~ tuner. It should be noted that SL!PERFISH
?Ioti hnve shown the wave propagation ~ be essentially
mdial in tbe ferriti region and axial or TEM in tht
remainder of the cavity. The amplifier is capacitively
ccupled to the cavity center conductor near the gap end of
tbe resonabm, The amplifier tube is n 4CW 150000 E
tehcnie, The ferriw-bias magnet i~ constructed so that the
ferribs-bias field lines are parallel to the cavity axis and
the rf magnetic field in the ferrite is in the
circumferential direction, perpendirulqr ta the bias field.
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The tuner is made up of six ferrite toroids. Each taroid is
1 in, thick, separ ted by five l/4-in .-thick beryllium oxide
spacers. Beryiiium uxide was selected for its high thermal
conductivity; the inside radius of the toroids is 6,3 in, and
the outside radius is 11.8 in. The outside radius of the
beryllium oxide spacers is slighdy larger than that of the
ferri~ taroids m ●nsure their contact with a watercooled
copper circumferential clamp. All nperation m date has
been performed with the tuner in the vacuum. A
cylindrical ceramic window that fi@ inside the inner
radius of the ferrite will be installed soon, and sulphur
hexafluonde will be used ta fill Lhetuner rebion.

Provisions are included on the cavity for external
resistive damping, which consists of two 50kW, 50-fl,
water-cooled coaxial loads that are capacitively coupled t.a
the cavity cen~r conductor in the region betweeti the
tuner and the rmnplifier, A 55-dIl directional coupler is
included with each load, The load-coupling capacikms are
set so that each load will absorb about 6 kW when the gap
volhge is90 kVpeak.

Gap-Voltage Callbratlon

The damping-load directional. coupler outputs are used
●s tbe primary cavity waveform mnnitaring poinw. The
following procedure is used to establish the relationship
between the gap voltige and tbe directional-coupler
output voltage: The gap inaeti plahs (Fig. 2) are installed
ineide the beam pipe on each side of the gap.
Meamrremenh are made at 2. MHz interwals from 50 w
60 MHz. At each frequency the bias. manet current is set
ta im previously determined resonating value for that
frequency.

The recorded data include the forward and reflected
voluge from the 200.W source directional coupler and the
foward voltage from the damping load-directional
mu ler.

L all cases the volhge-standing-wave ratio (VSWR)
seen by the 200-W source is within the mnge of 1.06 w
1,08. Because of the low VSWR, the gap voltage is
●ssumed to be the aa.rne as the 50. i_l.load voltage that is
calculated from the fomard vol~go sample of the source
directional coupler. A comtmnt mtio of 6S 000 to 1 exists
over the range from 50- ta 60-MHz gap voltage ta damping
load. directional. coupler voltage.
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Test Program

First data from the rf accelerator test stand were
obtained in mid-August 1986, and testing continued until
mid-September 1986, at which time our shared-anode
power supply was returned to its primary mission of
supporting LA.WF. The power supply became a~al lable
again in iate Octo”ber 1986 and has genera!iy been

available since that time. During the August-September
period, the cavity walls were either aluminum or stainless
steel, but all inside surfaces were sputtered with titanium
nitride b reduce multipactin

&
The system was pumped

with a 250-&/s turbine pump. e were &ble to operate over
the frequency range from 48 ta 64 MH7 using short pulses,

typically 200 ms at 10 pps. The observable gap voltages
ranged from 30 to 100 kV peak. Resonance at a given
ferrite-bias current was determined by a~usting the
-plifler frequency to obtain a peak in the cavity voltage.
Measurement~ of circuit Q were attempted by measuring
the fall time of .he rf waveform. The frequency -vs-current
tuning data resulted in a smooth monotonic curve that
was always closely repeatable, The Q-vs-current data did
not result in the expected curve, and the curve was only
repeatable in its general shape, Interaction of the final
i.mplifler anode supply rffilter with the circuit was at first
auspecwd of causing the Q-curve anomalies, but this was
aeon ruled out. No eatisfactmy explanation had been
found by mid-September when the power supply became
unavailable.

The objective in late October was ta obtain increased
average power, We quickly found that at even moderate
levels, 10% of normal, the stainless steel circuit members
were approaching 200°F, Tetting was suspended in early
November in order to copper-plate all center conducmr
pieces and all shinless steel outer conductm pieces,
Water cooling of t+e center conductor was also added, Gap
voltages above 130 kV peak were recorded during this
period,

The value of the capacitor that couples the amplifier to
the cavity eaaentially determines the step-up ratio
between the amplifier rf voltage and the gap rf voltag~s,
The circuit was designed ao that a peak anode voltage of
17,5 kV would result in a peak gap voltage of 90 kV, ‘The
Ioweat anode voltage available from the anode
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supply is31 k-/ dc, making peak rfanode voltagea o 28 or
29 kV feasible and making porsaihlo gap voltages far in
excess of the 90-kV original design value.

Copper plating of the cavity pa~ was compietad and
!esting waa resumed in early February of 1987. A 1500 C/s
xyogenic ump was added. The February test-e, conductad

Runder hig or average power conditions, resulted in the
following milestones: The circuit waa operated over the
frequency range of 50 to 60 MHz at gap voltagee betwetm
130 snd 140 kV, Then, the circuit was operated at 140 k’V,
at 60% duty cycle at 57 MHz, for a period of about 10 min.
When the cavity outerconductor temperature approachd
200’F, thie teet was terminated, The circuit was opernbed
for 2.1/2 h with 60 kV acroaa the gap at 30% duty cycle at
64 MHz ●nd the cavity outer (onductm stabilized at
approximately 180”F during this test,The tuner cooling
clamp abeorbed about 2 kW during thie trot,

The source of errorn in the Q-measurementa was finally
dlecovered, but a cure has not yet been Implemented. The
circuit for the final nmplifler includes ka ton sandwich
capecitore that bypass the ecreen

r
ijd and e control grid

to one another aa close to the aoc ?t as is practical. The
circuit lengths ftnrn the active regions of the ecreen and
cont”ol grido out ta the bypasn capacitme are not
negligible, nnd some rf voltages exist between these
elemertU, renulting in imperfect output b input Iaolationl

The f~ll time of the final amplifier driving waveform is
less than 300 ns unti! the final amplifier is activated.
When the final amplifier is activated, the driving
waveform fall time develops &tail that severely affects the
amplifier fall time and thence the Q-measurement. We
have demonstrated that mar, ipulations of the input circuit
parameters noticeably and repeatable affect the amplifier
output fall times. Ultimately these effects must be
corrected.

The cavity tuning cumc is given in Fig. 3. The curve is
a plot of resonant frequency as a function of ferritmbias
current, The bias magnet contains 140 turns.
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Fig 3, Cavity tuning curve

No Qcurve date are given for masons pr~viously
described. The area for concern would be at the low.
frequency end of the band where the bies current is lowest
and, therefore, the ferrite magnetic Q ia lowest.
Qualitatively, we have eeen no effects that would give rise
to concern, even down to 48 MHz,

Future Plana

The next generation of tevtu will include an ac bids
ma~et with ramped bias and swept. frequei~cy operation,
The ac bias magnet is now being designed, We plan tu
begin these teuta during FY 88.

Plana for the preeent phaae of tha teat programs include
the installation of the vacuum window to iaoiate the
ferrite from the vncuurn; resolution of the Q-measurement
problem; nnd improved inntrumeritition to better meaaure
varl(,ue parametim such aa ferrite temperature, ferrite
power, ●iid amplifier input power,
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